Tips for Safety and Security

Protecting Those Dearest To Us

Protecting you from Crimes and Traffic Accidents.

★ Protecting against Theft - Time of Day, Lights, Sounds, Neighborhood watch

★ Protecting against Bag Snatchers - 「3 B+N strategy」

★ Tips for Traffic Safety - Reflective materials, Street Crossing, Intersections
Aichi prefecture has been the worst for 12 consecutive years.

Nuber of house burglary cases last year

2,736 cases

Merely locking your door can be ineffective, as many burglaries involve breaking glass and doors.

4 Principles of Crime Prevention

You can effectively protect against burglary by combining these 4 principles.

**Times of Day**

Make burglars spend a lot of time in their intrusion!

**Lights**

Use bright lighting around your house!

**Sounds**

Hear intrusions by using alarms and crime preventive gravel

**Neighborhood watch**

Cooperation between local residents, speak to suspicious-looking persons!

**Auxiliary Locks**

Multiple locks such as auxiliary locks are effective.

**Sensor Light**

It can be effective to keep door lights on from evening to dawn.

**Alarms**

Crime Preventive gravel

**Security Cameras**

It can be effective to combine security cameras and interphons with a recording function.

Use bright lighting around your house!

Make burglars spend a lot of time in their intrusion!

Use construction materials with a CP mark when you build or reconstruct your house.

Use construction materials used for crime prevention.

And

やばっ!
Hold your bag on the side opposite to the road
Look around and back!
Pay attention to motorcycles and bicycles approaching you
Use a theft prevention net on your front basket

Try the following to protect yourself!

```
38 + N to protect against bag snatchers
```

Tips for Traffic Safety

- Wear reflective materials to protect you from traffic accidents at night.
- Check right and left before crossing a street.
- Stop in front of intersections, while driving cars or riding bicycles.

Voluntary Drivers License Submission

- If you feel uneasy driving consider voluntary submitting your drivers license
- Special services are available for elderly people who voluntary submit their drivers license.
- https://www.pref.aichi.jp/police/koutsu